ABSTRACT
Introduction
It is known that Volterra series can be used to approximate any continuous functional on a Banach space. Similarly it was Wiener who first proved that any L 2 functional of Brownian motion can be approximated in the limit in the mean by sums of multiple stochastic integrals.
We shall call these as regular functionals of Brownian motion. Later in the eighties Hida introduced an interesting class of generalized functionals of the Wiener process by use of a notion of Fourier transform on the dual of a Nuclear space which supports white noise measure. This generalization is significant and applies to problems where the regular functionals are insufficient. In fact white noise itself is a generalized functional of Brownian motion and does not belong to the class L 2 of regular functionals. We shall discuss this later in the paper. In the early eighties [5] the author introduced a class of generalized fimctionals of white noise which cover those of t'rinted in the [ Hida as special cases. Further the method of construction used in the author's paper [5] is direct and simple and does not use the Fourier transform as employed by Hida. In any case both the models arc instructive and will be discussed in the paper. Let (12, , P) be a complete probability space and I _= (0, T) an open bounded interval in R and {w(t), t E I} the standard Wiener process on (, , P) starting from the origin with probability one.
Regular Functionals of Brownian Motion
Let Co(I denote the canonical sample space where Co(I {x C(I)" x(O) 0}, and let denote the Borel r-algebra of subsets of the set and let tt denote the Wiener measure. The class of regular homogeneous functionals of Brownian motion of degree n is defined by Kn('r1, r2,..., rn)dW(rl)dW(r2)...dw(rn), for any K n E L2(In) where I n denotes the Cartesian product of n-copies of I. These are the multiple Wiener integrals based on Brownian motion and are known as polynomial chaos of degree n. For each g n e L2(In), the functional (2.:1)is well defined in the Ito-Wiener sense and belongs to L2(,,#). For each n N+, let L2(In) denote the class of symmetric L2(In) kernels. In order to emphasize the dependence of gn on the kernels Kn, we shall often write gn(w) as gn(Kn, w). We state some basic properties of these functionals.
(P1) I n (P4) The map Kngn(Kn,. from L2(In) to L2(t %, #) is linear and further it is continuous in the sense that whenever the sequence .n. in L2(I" as r, gn(Krn, )S-Lgn(Kn,. in L2( , p).
The most important properties are (P2) and (P3) and they state that the functionals {gn} are orthogonal in L2(,,#). Further, it was proved by Wiener that they are complete in the class L2(,%,#) (see also [4] ). Hence they form a basis for the nilbert space L2(f ,%,p). Thus these functionals play a similar role as the sine cosine functions in the Fourier analysis of L 2 functions on finite dimensional spaces. Several years ago, the author proved some basic results on the Fourier analysis on Wiener measure space [1] such as Bessel's inequality, Parsevals equality, and Riesz-Fischer theorem. We state these results here without proof. For proof, the reader is referred to the original papers [1] [2] [3] [4] . From now on, we shall suppress the w variable and write gn(Kn) in place of gn(Kn, w). Proof: For proof see [1] . ,(K,. ).
s--0
(1) ((aK) a(I)(K) for all scalars a and K E G. <gn(Kn' )' gn(Ln' )>",X / gn(Kn, W)gn(Ln, w)d#)(w) Kn(7"l, 7"2," 7"n)L(7"1, 7"2'"" 7"n)dT"ldT"2" "dT"n" the embeddings G---+H---G* are continuous and dense.
They are all Hilbert spaces and Using this result and the isomorphism as defined in Section 2, we can construct a class of generalized functionals as follows. Since G is dense in H which, in turn, is dense in G*, by the principle of extension by continuity, we can extend all the way up to G* in such a way that it's restriction to G is itself. We shall denote the extension also by itself. We define (I)(G), :E (I)(H), * (I)(G*).
(4.5)
Hence we have the following result. Note that the characteristic function of the white noise is given by Let (S*, %(S*), #) denote the measure space with tt denoting the white noise measure on %(S*) and let M(S*,%(S*),#)= M(S*,#) denote the class of p-measurable functions on S* and let L2(S*,# denote the Hilbert space of p-measurable and square-integrable functions on S*. These are measurable functionals on S*.
We shall use F(S*, #) to denote the universal space of generalized functionals of white noise. That is, these functionals are not necessarily N(S*) measurable, nor are they defined pointwise. n, define the functional n(Ln) / Ln(7"l, 7"2,... Tn)0(7"1))(7"2)...(7"n)dT'ld'r2...dT"n, (Z*, Z)oq, n, p, n (z*, z) (Ln, Kn)Gq n, Gp n.
where z* Cn(Ln), L n G q'n and z Cn(gn), K n G p'n.
We introduce a norm topology on oq'
n by setting (6.5)
Now we can present the following fundamental result. [5] .
Again the elements of q,N' 1 < q < 2, are generalized functionals of white noise, that is, q,N C F(S*,#). The next question is, can the above result be extended to N-cxz. The estimate on the embedding constant C p, N as given above is not suitable for this. In fact, it diverges to infinity and hence the above result may not extend to N-oc. However one can prove a partial result. 
Lirn a(n, s) 1 r S---O (6.14)
Clearly, it follows from (i) and (iv) that Lirna(n s) 0 For p E [1, oc] (1) For 0 < v < s, the identity map Oq, rq, s is continuous, (2) q L > 0 q' --r iS the inductive limit of the spaces q,-r which has the finest locally convex topology for which the embedding q, _r--+q iS continuous. This is the inductive limit topology.
(3) q is the topological dual of p-9op,r; with p having the projective limit topology, r
The space q C F(S*,#) is the space of generalized functionals of Brownian motion and the space p is the space of test functionals.
Note that the generalized functionals presented in this section cover those of Nualart and Zakai, [9] , and all those presented in the preceding sections. Throughout this section, we shall use the hat symbol to distinguish the generalized functionals constructed using Sobolev spaces from those constructed using L p spaces. Let 1 < q < 2 < p < oc satisfying p-1 + q-1 1. For each positive numbe.r n n, let m(n) be a real number such that re(n)> (n/p) and consider the Sobolev space g,m( ),n and its dual qQq, re(n), n. Recall that 4 m, n is the completion in the topology of W p' m, n of C functions on I n with compact supports. Note, by the Sobolev embedding theorem Vg'm(n)'n--+C(In).
We shall need the following vector spaces. Define p,m(n),n {L p(In) L /V 'rn(n)'n} q,-m(n), n (p,m(n),n), dual of p,m(n),,. The class of such functionals denoted by m(n),n is Kiven by qSn(q'-m(n),n). We can ,--mn,n topologize this vector space by a norm. For each z* q 0 we define its norm by I I z* 11 .q, m(n),n uP{ Z*(Z) I I Z I I p,(),
In this case the natural duality pairing between z* of q'-m(n),n and z of "p,m(n),n is given by z*(z) <z*,z>.q, _m(n),n,p,m(n),n= <Ln, Kn>q -m(n),n,p,m(n),n'
where z* (Ln). With this introduction, we can now present the following fundamental result. Proof: For details, see [5] . Remark 7.3A: Note that for p-q--2 and re(n)-(n+ 1)/2, wc obtain the generalized functionals due to I[ida as given by equation (5.17) of Theorem 5.1. mark 7.3B-Since re(n)> n/p, wg'm()'C(I") and hence one cH easily verify that for any r G I, z*-((r))'" G q'-m(n),n, and, for z n G p,m(n),n with kernel Ii n we have {z*,zn) n.Kn(r, r,..., r). Since 
Applications
For lack of space we shall only refer to some applications. The functionals of Brownian motion have many applications in physical and biological sciences. The functionals presented in this paper have found applications in stochastic differential and functional differential equations and systems theory (see [2, 3, 4, 5, 13] ), in Malliavin calculus (see [10] ), and in stochastic partial differential equations (see Nualart, Zakai [9] , ahmed [5] ), in quantum mechanics (see rIida [8] ).
The problem of synthesis of input-output maps based on optimization in the Hilbert space L2(fl %,#) or equivalently G.\ for stochastic functional differential equations was studied in [2] .
Other natural areas of applications are nonlinear filter and control theory. We present here briefly, an example; for details see [5] . Consider (1/V/-(t-7"1))((7"1 7"2)((T1 T3)((7"1 7"4)H JO(7i)d7i' (8.4) I where It4-[0, t] 4. In the linear case, the kernel Kl(t,v)-(1//(t-w))E La(O,t only for 1 <_ q < 2 and in the nonlinear case, the kernel K 4 E q'-m,4 for rn > (4(q-1)/q). Clearly in both the cases, S(t) is a generalized functional of white noise and belongs to the class considered in Sections 6 and 7 but not in the Hida class (see Section 5) .
